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Abstract: Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) is a viable and often preferred alternative to interventional and radiologic procedures, and the therapeutic applications of EUS continue to evolve. This evolution was catalyzed by the introduction of linear echoendoscopes that provide continuous imaging and observation of needles and by therapeutic devices that pass through large-caliber working channels. In this paper, we will discuss the spectrum of EUS-guided interventions that are currently available and in development.

Endoscopic Ultrasound–Guided Drainage of the Pancreas, Gallbladder, and Other Fluid Collections

Pancreatic Fluid Collections
Pancreatic fluid collections develop following pancreatic duct disruption with leakage of pancreatic juices in patients with acute or chronic pancreatitis, trauma, surgery, or neoplasia. Before selecting a therapeutic strategy, it is essential to characterize the fluid collection as either a pseudocyst or a walled-off pancreatic necrosis, assess its proximity to the gastric or bowel wall, and determine the presence of intervening structures. EUS-guided transmural drainage tech-
Techniques showed superior technical and treatment success rates and more favorable safety profiles than traditional, non-EUS approaches in 2 prospective randomized trials (Figure 1).1,2 The advantages of EUS include the ability to access collections that do not cause luminal compression, to distinguish among types of collections (pseudocyst, necrosis, or cystic neoplasm), and to minimize complications via optimal selection of the puncture site to avoid blood vessels. Technical and treatment success rates of EUS-guided drainage have been reported to be 95% and 85%, respectively, and complications (including perforation, air embolism, bleeding, systemic infection, and stent migration) have occurred at rates of 0–30%.3-6 This wide range of complication rates reflects the heterogeneity of drainage techniques, endoscopist experience, and fluid collection type, size, and location.

In a recent study of 148 patients who underwent EUS-guided drainage of pancreatic collections, Varadaraju and colleagues reported an infection rate of 2.7%, a perforation rate of 1.3%, a bleeding rate of 0.67%, and a stent migration rate of 0.67%.7 The researchers did not have any cases of air embolism, and transgastric drainage of an uncinate process collection was associated with higher perforation rates than drainage of collections in other areas of the pancreas (0% vs 50%; P = .0005).7

However, it should be noted that skilled physicians with extensive experience performing non-EUS approaches have technical and clinical success rates comparable to the rates associated with EUS-guided approaches. For most techniques, the preferred approach is influenced by a number of patient and procedure-related factors, although the experience and outcomes of individual endoscopists should be heavily considered in the selection process.

The Gallbladder
Gallstone disease and its associated complications—including biliary colic, cholecystitis, choleodocholithiasis, and pancreatitis—are leading causes of morbidity and hospital admissions in the developed world.8 Cholecystectomy is the treatment of choice for symptomatic gallstone disease, with more than 700,000 cholecystectomies performed annually in the United States.9

Alternatives to cholecystectomy are performed in patients with prohibitive surgical risks, such as unstable medical comorbidities or hostile surgical abdomens from previous surgery. These alternative procedures include percutaneous cholecystostomy and endoscopic retrograde transpapillary gallbladder drainage during endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).10,11 EUS has been successfully utilized for single-step EUS-guided transgastric or transduodenal gallbladder drainage with placement of a modified covered self-expandable metal stent in patients with acute cholecystitis who are unsuitable for cholecystectomy. The modified stent utilized in this approach is a partially covered metal stent with a midshaft diameter of 10 mm and a length of 4–7 cm. In addition, the stent has enlarged, uncovered end flairs with a 22-mm external diameter that provide tissue apposition and prevent migration. A study of 15 patients found technical and functional success rates of 100% when using EUS to place these stents into the gallbladder for treatment of acute cholecystitis. None of the patients had recurrent cholecystitis during a median follow-up period of 145 days, and 2 patients developed pneumoperitoneum that was managed conservatively.12 The advantage of this EUS approach is that it can be performed in the presence of ascites when good apposition can be achieved between the gallbladder and the gastric or duodenal wall; in addition, the utilization of large-caliber metal stents decreases the need for repeat procedures for endoprosthesis exchange.

Pelvic Abscesses
Pelvic abscesses result from a variety of inflammatory, infectious, ischemic, and postsurgical processes. Given the complex and relatively sheltered pelvic anatomy within the bony pelvis, rectal EUS potentially offers multiple advantages over traditional percutaneous or surgical techniques. EUS enables bedside drainage, which is important for critically ill patients. The ability of EUS to provide internal drainage (via placement of double-pigtail stents)
or external drainage (via placement of a single-pigtail stent and a secondary flushing catheter) enables shorter hospital stays and minimal interruption of patient activity. EUS-guided approaches are well suited for fluid collections that are more than 4 cm in diameter, have mature walls, and are located above the dentate line and within 2 cm of the EUS transducer. In these settings, the technique has proven to be both safe and effective.13-17

**Endoscopic Ultrasound–Assisted Access to the Biliary and Pancreatic Systems**

The increased frequency and improved survival rates of gastric and pancreaticobiliary surgeries—including Billroth II operation, pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple procedure), distal pancreatectomy, lateral pancreaticojejunostomy, and Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy—are increasing the need to manage surgical complications such as stenosis at the site of choledochojejunostomy, hepaticojejunostomy, or pancreaticojejunostomy secondary to disease recurrence or benign stricturing.18 The altered surgical anatomy of these patients complicates ERCP approaches. Even with native anatomy, ERCP may fail to access the pancreatic or biliary tree secondary to anatomic variants (eg, periampullary diverticulum) or malignant or benign processes that obstruct or impinge on the ducts. Finally, even in the absence of complicating factors at expert centers, ERCP is unsuccessful at obtaining access and/or drainage in as many as 5% of patients. Until recently, such patients could be managed only via a percutaneous or surgical approach. An emerging alternative is EUS-assisted pancreaticobiliary access and drainage.

These techniques can be broadly categorized as either transpapillary/transanastomotic or transluminal. The transpapillary or transanastomotic approach involves EUS-guided passage of a 19-gauge or 22-gauge needle as well as passage of a 0.035-inch or smaller guidewire through the gastric or duodenal wall into the pancreatic or bile duct and across the papilla or anastomosis through the small bowel. Balloon dilation and plastic stent insertion can then be achieved via a retrograde (rendezvous) approach with the aid of a side-viewing duodenoscope or extended-forward-viewing endoscope that is inserted following removal of the echoendoscope. The entire procedure, including stent placement, may also be performed via an antegrade approach with the echoendoscope.

The transluminal (or transmural) route may be used when transpapillary or transanastomotic stenting fails. With this approach, the distal end of the stent is placed within the pancreatic duct, and the entire examination is performed via an antegrade approach, thus draining the pancreatic duct into the stomach. Although the translu-
minal approach could provide adequate palliation in a patient with limited life expectancy due to a malignant process, its role is less clear in benign conditions, where its benefits must be weighed against the long-term management of the created pancreaticogastric fistula.

**Biliary Interventions**

EUS-guided biliary interventions may be indicated for treatment or palliation of benign or malignant biliary obstruction after failed ERCP. EUS-guided biliary interventions can be performed via a transhepatic approach (hepaticogastrostomy) from the proximal stomach or via an extrahepatic approach (choledochoduodenostomy) from the duodenum, where the extrahepatic bile duct (either intrapancreatic or suprapancreatic) is accessed for transpapillary or transluminal interventions (Figures 2 and 3). The hepaticogastrostomy technique has a pooled technical success rate of 73% in studies with at least 3 patients, with an incidence rate of 10–15% for major complications.19-22 Similarly, the choledochoduodenostomy technique has a pooled technical success rate of 83%, with an incidence rate of 10–15% for major complications.21,23-31 Major complications included pneumoperitoneum, hemorrhage, cholangitis, biloma, pancreatitis, bile peritonitis, and duodenal perforation.

These preliminary data are promising, and there is potential to use these techniques in a variety of clinical scenarios. For example, a group recently reported the use of the transluminal hepaticogastrostomy technique to perform balloon sphincteroplasty for treatment of choledocholithiasis in Roux-en-Y gastric bypass patients. Another group reported improved success rates and safety for rendezvous choledochoduodenostomy compared to precut sphincterotomy in patients with difficult biliary access.22,30

**Pancreatic Interventions**

EUS-guided pancreatic interventions are commonly indicated after failed ERCP for decompression of the pancreatic duct in patients with a stone or stricture from chronic pancreatitis, postsurgical pancreaticejunal anastomotic stenosis, or failure of prophylactic placement of a pancreatic stent after endoscopic ampullectomy (Figure 4). The pooled technical success rate of EUS-guided pancreatic interventions was approximately 77% in case series of at least 3 patients; major complications (including bleeding, perforation, pancreatitis, and hematoma formation) occurred at a rate of approximately 10%.28,31-38 However, the definitions of clinical success and adverse events were not standardized across these studies; thus, firm conclusions cannot be determined solely from these observational data, particularly due to the potential for publication bias and the complex nature of these procedures.

**Endoscopic Ultrasound–Guided Celiac Plexus Interventions**

Despite medical therapy, intractable abdominal pain commonly develops in patients with pancreatic cancer and/or chronic pancreatitis. Celiac plexus block and neurolysis (CPN) can improve pain and decrease opioid requirements in these patients as well as help alleviate associated dry mouth, constipation, nausea, vomiting, drowsiness, delirium, and impaired immune function.39 Traditionally, the percutaneous computed tomography–guided paraspinal or transabdominal approach was utilized to perform these interventions with rare but serious complications such as paraplegia and pneumothorax. EUS provides a more direct and targeted approach secondary to better delineation of anatomic landmarks, close proximity of the transducer to the celiac plexus, and visualization of neural ganglionic structures that are not visible with other imaging modalities (Figure 5).

A recent Cochrane systematic review identified 6 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that evaluated percutaneous methods of CPN in 358 patients with pancreatic cancer who were followed for at least 4 weeks. At that time, CPN was associated with statistically significant improvement in pain control compared to analgesic ther-
apy alone (mean difference of –0.42 in favor of CPN, with a 95% confidence interval of –0.70 to –0.13; \( P = .004 \)); the CPN group also had significantly lower opioid consumption and fewer adverse events.40 However, these findings were associated with a significant degree of heterogeneity, and further studies are needed to compare the percutaneous and EUS approaches. The only RCT conducted thus far on this issue involved 96 patients who were randomized to either early EUS-guided CPN (EUS-CPN) or conventional care; EUS-CPN was found to be superior to conventional care for pain control at 1 and 3 months, with lower opioid consumption at 3 months in the EUS-CPN group.41

EUS-CPN is typically performed in the outpatient setting with moderate-to-heavy sedation, usually during the index examination for pancreatic cancer diagnosis and staging. Contraindications to EUS-CPN include uncorrectable coagulopathy, inadequate sedation, and altered anatomy that prevents adequate visualization of the celiac anatomy. Three techniques have been reported for performing EUS-CPN: CPN, celiac ganglia neurolysis (CGN), and broad plexus neurolysis (BPN). In EUS-CPN, the first and most widely used approach, a 5-mm area caudal and anterior to the celiac trunk is targeted with a 22-gauge EUS needle and injected with a mixture of bupivacaine (0.25–1%) and ethanol (95–99%). The entire volume can be injected at a single site midline; however, some studies have suggested that bilateral injections at either side of the celiac trunk are more efficacious.42,43 In CGN, EUS is used to target the injection into the celiac ganglia with the hope that this method will enhance safety, efficacy, and durability.44 Finally, in BPN, the entire injection is given in an area anterior and caudal to the superior mesenteric artery trunk.45 Comparative studies are currently underway to evaluate the safety and efficacy of these techniques.

Given the longer and more common use of percutaneous CPN techniques, the relative frequency of complications is better defined from this literature; these complications include local pain (96%), diarrhea (9–44%), transient hypotension (8–38%), constipation (40%), nausea and vomiting (41%), and lethargy (49%).46 In a meta-analysis, severe complications were reported in 13 of 628 patients (2%) and included neurologic complications, pneumothorax, and hematuria.47 A similar complication profile has been reported in the EUS-CPN literature, although there have been no reports of severe complications such as paraplegia.44,45,48-51 Neurologic complications, including paraplegia, are thought to develop secondary to ischemia or direct injury to the spinal cord or somatic nerves; thus, the EUS’s anterior access to the celiac plexus is a theoretical advantage, as it avoids the retrocrural space. However, we are aware of at least 1 case of paraplegia caused by EUS-CPN, and more severe complications will likely be reported as the technique matures and results are reported from larger trials.

**Endoscopic Ultrasound Radiofrequency Ablation, Brachytherapy, and Injection Ablative Therapies**

An exciting and developing field in interventional EUS involves targeted delivery of an ablative device or chemical for the treatment of gastrointestinal tumors, malignancies, and metastases. The research thus far consists of only animal feasibility studies and limited human pilot data, although this field is rapidly evolving. EUS has been used to deliver radiofrequency ablation and photodynamic therapy catheters for targeted tissue ablation in the pancreas, spleen, and the left lobe of the liver.52,53 Furthermore, pilot studies in patients with unresectable pancreatic cancer have demonstrated the feasibility of EUS-delivered brachytherapy or radioactive iodine-125 seeds to deliver targeted tissue radiation for the localized treatment of cancer.54,55 Finally, EUS has also been used for the precise delivery of small radiopaque markers (sterilized gold fiducial) into the periphery of malignant lesions for better targeting of focused beams of radiation to the intended organs (such as the pancreas and prostate).56,57

EUS has also been used to inject ethanol for the ablation of pancreatic and other gastrointestinal cysts, tumors, and metastases. Recently, Levy and colleagues reported a case series of 8 patients with symptomatic insulinomas who were poor surgical candidates or had incomplete surgical resections; these patients were successfully treated with EUS or intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS)-guided fine-needle injection (FNI) of ethanol.58 No complications devel-
oped during or following EUS-FNI. During IOUS-FNI, minor peritumoral bleeding occurred in 1 patient, but it did not require intervention. Another patient developed a 1.7-cm fluid collection and an 8-cm pseudocyst, neither of which required intervention. A third patient who underwent IOUS-FNI was rehospitalized due to pancreatitis and a peripancreatic fluid collection. She was discharged 3 days later following conservative care and is currently undergoing surveillance imaging. Furthermore, Oh and colleagues recently reported results of EUS-guided injection and lavage with ethanol, followed by injection of paclitaxel into pancreatic cysts in 52 patients (median follow-up, 21.7 months). A complete response (defined as elimination of the cyst as evidenced by cross-sectional imaging) was achieved in 29 patients (56%), a partial response was achieved in 6 patients (12%), persistent cysts were seen in 12 patients (23%), and 5 patients (9%) were lost to follow-up. On multivariate analysis, the initial cyst volume was the only significant predictor of resolution. Mild pancreatitis and splenic vein obstruction each occurred in 1 patient. Another group used only EUS-guided ethanol lavage for treatment of pancreatic cysts and reported a complete resolution rate of 33% (12/36 cysts), a result that was durable after a median follow-up period of 26 months following initial documentation of cyst resolution.

Other Endoscopic Ultrasound–Guided Interventions

Another novel application of interventional EUS involves local treatment of unresectable pancreatic cancer via local injection of a chemotherapeutic agent (such as gemcitabine), cytotoxic implants (sensitized cultures of lymphocytes), or antitumor viral and gene therapy vectors. There are also emerging data on the use of EUS for therapy of a variety of vascular lesions (such as refractory varices, aneurysms, and Dieulafoy lesions) via coil embolization or sclerotherapy.

Conclusion

EUS is a viable and often preferred alternative to interventional and radiologic procedures, and the therapeutic applications of EUS continue to evolve. The high technical demands and complexity of EUS-guided interventions will necessitate adequate training and the development of new techniques and equipment to facilitate their use. In addition, more data are needed to accurately determine the risks and long-term outcomes of these interventions before clarifying their role. Until then, EUS-guided interventions must be carefully considered and performed by appropriately experienced endoscopists and a multidisciplinary team.
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